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THE GOOD STUFF BROUGHT TO YOU BY

Top Tops
Men are all guilty of 

wearing ‘old blue’ down to loose 
threads. A favorite golf shirt is tough 

to leave on a hanger. AUR’s new 
Active™ and Aware™ fabrics in 

their Collection promise to become 
your next “old blue.”

 AUR designs are traditional and 
shouldn’t be confused with the 

athletic polos that have become 
the norm. With sophistication and 
character, AUR is at home on the 

course, in the office, and even under 
a sports coat.

www.aurgolf.com 

Panache and Protection
Headcovers can be so blah. If you’re tired of having your 
golf bag look like a billboard, then check out Stitch Golf. 
The company has found a way to create headcovers 
that look like they were cut from James Dean’s jacket and 
Evel Knievel’s cape. Available in solid colors and striped 
patterns, Stitch is also offering skull and crossbones 
designs and even crocodile leather. Rain and stain proof, 
these high quality headcovers can be seen classing up 
club heads on every major tour. If Frank Sinatra were still 
alive, then he’d have these on his clubs. Capish?
$44.99   www.stitchgolf.com

Performance Stability
The new pure360 footwear collection may be the 
most comfortable golf shoe from adidas. Out-of-the-
box comfort without a break-in period is nice, but the 
performance and stability is second to no other shoe 

we have tested. The pure 360 is a crisp style with 
athintech® outsole for swing plane traction and a 

new midfoot cleat to create even more grip and 
stability. 

          Add to that combination a 
lightweight shoe with muscle-car styling 

and you have a shoe that can go 
36 holes without leaving your feet 

barking for buckets of ice. 
$250

www.adidasgolf.com

Scoring 
Sticks with Sole
Renegar Golf’s Rx14 wedges 
were the biggest surprise of 2014 for 
our review staff. The Rx14 is one of the most versatile 
wedges were have tested. The utility-patented sole contour 
provides more bounce, yet it can be hit from tight lies thanks 
to a lower leading edge. A lighter swing weight makes 
these wedges ideal for players of all abilities. The feel and 
auditory feedback at impact is not clunky like most stainless 
steel heads. The clubface includes larger, and legal, 
grooves, so hop and stop shots do as they were told.
If you are looking for a new set of scoring sticks, Renegar’s 
Rx14 wedges may become your favorite tool to chase 
down old man par.
$145   www.renegargolf.com

We Have 
Lift Off
When it 
comes to 
Cobra 
Golf’s 
latest driver, 
smaller is 
better. The 
440cc head 
of the Bio Cell 
Pro driver has a lower 
center of gravity to promote 
faster ball speed, lower spin 
rates, and plenty of turf between you and 
the competition’s tee shots. The Pro Driver also 
features Cobra’s game-changing MyFly8 adjustable 
loft technology that allows golfers to choose from eight 
loft/trajectory settings. On the course, we found that the 
Bio Cell Pro is long, and more importantly, straighter than 
others we tested. ‘Nuff said?
$399   www.cobragolf.com

First-class Air Travel
An ultra-light cart bag may 
sound like an oxymoron, but 
Ogio’s Gotham collection 
breaks that mindset and is 
revolutionary for golfers who 
prefer a trolley. If you need 
room for your phone, wallet, 
glasses, iPod, portable 
speaker, drinks, and rain 
suit, then the Gotham cart 
bag has a pocket for them. 
The sleek matte-black 
finish and six interior 
pockets protect your 
golf necessities 
while turning heads 
around the first 
tee. This is one 
cool bag. For you 
walkers, the stand 
bag shares the same 
sports-car styling, but 
weighs less than four 
pounds. 
$235   www.ogio.com
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